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Introduction 
 
There are two general types of classification - those that use supervised learning and those that 
use unsupervised learning. As the name implies, in supervised learning we tell the algorithm 
which features we wish to identify and then to label them appropriately. Clearly, this is the end 
objective of most interpretation projects. However, consider the following example based on 
probability density functions of three different lithologies – limestone, dolomite, and shale, seen 
on a triple combo well logs plotted against P-impedance and vP/vS computed from P-wave 
velocity, S-wave velocity and density logs. We then apply this probability density function 
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template to the seismically derived P-impedance and vP/vS ratio volumes to predict these three 
lithologies volumetrically. In most areas we might obtain an accurate prediction. However, if 
there is a large zone of anhydrite (or other unanticipated lithology not seen in the well logs) we 
are guaranteed that this unanticipated facies will be misclassified as one of the three target 
facies. 
 
The goal of unsupervised classification is quite different. Rather than tell the algorithm which 
features we wish to map and fit the data to a corresponding model, we ask the algorithm to “let 
the data speak for themselves” and find their own “natural” clusters that may or may not have 
anything to do with our desired facies of interest. In spite of the name, no algorithm is truly 
unsupervised. The choice of attributes analyzed strongly biases the algorithm towards (or away 
from) seismic facies of interest. All classification algorithms require training data to define their 
internal model. In the previous section on dimensionality reduction techniques we wrote 
algorithms that either used all of the input data or decimated the data using equal increments 
across the volume in an attempt to represent the data volume as a whole. In unsupervised 
learning we can bias the results to lean more heavily towards seismic facies of interest by 
representing them more frequently in the training data set.  
 
Once trained, each voxel is projected onto a model. In the k-means and Gaussian Mixture Models, 
the models consist of Gaussians in N-dimensional attribute space. For self-organized maps and 
generative topographic maps, the model consists of a deformed lower dimensional surface, or 
manifold (in our case two-dimensional) in N-dimensional space that using some metric best 
represents the data. Once the data are projected onto the manifold, we can compare the 
projection of any unknown voxel those of voxels that we have already defined as being salt, mass 
transport complex, turbidite, dewatering, or any other seismic facies in a process called a 
posteriori analysis. The results of a posteriori analysis may be as simple as understanding the 
correlation of a color to a seismic facies or as quantitative as measuring the distance between 
known seismic facies and an unknown data vector at a voxel that has been projected onto the 
model.  
 
In the AASPI software, we have several unsupervised learning classification algorithms that can 
be applied to 3D seismic volumes including k-means, Gaussian Mixture Models, self-organizing 
maps, and generative topographic maps. 

K-means Classification  
 
K-means (MacQueen, 1967) is perhaps the simplest clustering algorithm and is widely available 
in commercial interpretation software packages. Because of the size of seismic attribute volumes, 
it is common to compute the covariance matrix from a spatially and temporally decimated 
version of the data to build a classifier, and then apply this classifier to the complete undecimated 
3D volume. The N by N covariance matrices where N denotes the number of attributes used, are 
small, allowing us to precompute its inverse and use the more accurate Mahalonobis rather than 
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the simpler Euclidian distance between unknown attribute vectors at a voxel and the cluster 
centers. 

 

However, our experiments show that if we update the k centroids using the true Mahalanobis 
distances per each cluster, kmeans algorithm is not stable (i.e. always diverges). Instead, we 
update k centroids using the distance in the principal domain. That is, we first compute the 
principal components of the training data, then project them onto the principal axes. Then we 
compute the regular Euclidian distance within this principal domain and update k centroids. 
Mathematically, the distance in principal domain is equivalent to the Mahalanobis distance if we 
consider the ENTIRE training data as one single cluster.   

 

K-means is fast and easy to implement. Unfortunately, the clustering has no structure such that 
there is no relationship between the cluster numbering and the proximity of one cluster to 
another. This lack of organization can result in similar facies appearing as totally different colors, 
thereby confusing the interpretation. For this reason, we also output the PROJECTIONs of the 
clusters’ centers onto the principal axes and corender the results. This way, clusters that are 
closer together would exhibit similar colors. 

A typical workflow of k-means clustering is similar to a projection workflow, and thus consists of 
the following steps: 

1. Generate training data 
2. Analyze clustering algorithms 
3. Create a k-means clustering model 
4. Apply the k-means model to the entire input volumes 
5. Display the results using crossplot or corendering. 

Our k-means algorithm is very similar to the popular kmeans++ algorithm, with one additional 
step in the beginning: 

 

 

The Mahalanobis Distance 
 

Attributes exhibit different units and different value ranges, making them difficult to compare. If each 

attributes distribution is approximately Gaussian, we can compute a distance based on the inverse of the 

covariance matrix of the data. The Mahalanobis distance, rjq, of the jth sample from the qth cluster center, µq, is 

defined as 

𝑟𝑗𝑞
2 = ∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑗𝑛 − µ𝑛𝑞)𝐶𝑛𝑚

−1 (𝑎𝑗𝑚 − µ𝑚𝑞)𝑁
𝑚=1

𝑁
𝑛=1 ,     (1) 

where the inversion of the covariance matrix, C, takes place prior to extracting the mnth element.  
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The AASPI k-means++ algorithm 
 

- Choose the first cluster center at the peak of the distribution among all dimensions. 
This ensures the first center is where the data concentrates the most. 

- For each data point x, compute D(x), the distance between x and the nearest center 
that has already been chosen. 

- Choose one new data point at random as a new center, using a weighted probability 
distribution where a point x is chosen with probability proportional to D(x)2. 

- Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until k centers have been chosen. 
- Now that the initial centers have been chosen, proceed standard k-means clustering, 

which is an iterative process composed of two steps: 
+ Assign each data point to a cluster by finding the closest cluster center 
+ Update (i.e. recalculate) cluster centers with the newly assigned clusters. 

 

A Cartoon of the k-means Process 
 

 
 
Cartoon illustration of a k-means classification of three clusters in a 2D attribute space. (a) Select three random 
or equally spaced, but distinct, seed points, which serve as the initial estimate of the vector means of each 
cluster. Next, compute the Mahalanobis distance (defined below) between each data vector and each cluster 
mean. Then, color code or otherwise label each data vector to belong to the cluster that has the smallest 
Mahalanobis distance. (b) Recompute the means of each cluster from the previously defined data vectors. (c) 
Recalculate the Mahalanobis distance from each vector to the new cluster means. Assign each vector to the 
cluster that has the smallest distance. (d) The process continues until the changes in means converge to their 
final locations. If we now add a new (yellow) point, we use a Bayesian classifier to determine into which cluster it 
falls (figure courtesy S. Pickford).  
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Step 1: Generate regularized training data 
 
If you’ve already generated training data for PCA and ICA in previous exercises, you can skip this 
step and use the generated training data for the next step. Otherwise, here is a quick summary 
of what you need to do: 

- Go to Machine Learning Toolbox → Shallow Learning → Unsupervised Learning → 
Clustering Techniques → Generate regularized training data 

- Select coherent energy, GLCM homogeneity, structural curvedness, peak spectral 
frequency, and peak spectral magnitude.  

- Define a unique project name and a suffix.  
- Specify decimation parameters to be 5 in all 3 dimensions (similar to the projection 

exercise in part 4).  
- Then hit execute. 

 

Step 2: Analyze clustering algorithms 
 
Go to Machine Learning Toolbox → Shallow Learning → Unsupervised Learning → Clustering 
Techniques → Analyze clustering algorithms. This program allows the user to test different 
parameter values and select the best modeling parameters for different clustering algorithms.  

 

This is very similar to the user interface of “Analyze projection algorithms” in exercise part 4. 
Again, browse to the generated training data using “Load and append a list from text file” button 
(2).  

 

1 
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Under “Attributes” tab (3), tweak transformation parameters (4) if needed (i.e. z-score vs 
logarithmic, if you want to test the algorithms against different normalization schemes).  

 
Under “Runtime Parameters” tab (5), define a unique project name and suffix.  

 
Under “Parallelization Parameters” tab (6), define your desired number of parallel processors (7). 

 

7 
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In the lower section of the user interface, click on kmeans tab (8): 

 
Then, specify the parameters related to kmeans analysis: 

- Minimum and maximum number of clusters for kmeans (9) (10). Each kmeans analysis 
correspond to a specific number of clusters, and the best number of clusters would be 
chosen for histogram and partitioning map plotting (see results section for more detail). 
If you only want to analyze one number of clusters for kmeans, set both min and max 
number of clusters to be equal to your desired number of clusters. 

- Random seed (11). The initial cluster centers in AASPI kmeans is modulated by random 
numbers. This field is to make sure the result is repeatable and is not completely 
randomized. You can try different random seed to see if the results vary. 

- Number of principal axes for cluster projections (12): specify how many principal 
components you want to project the cluster centers onto. Usually this should be less 
than or equal to 3 because we can only corender up to 3 results at a time. Note that this 
is different from old AASPI kmean3d module: we no longer output the cluster numbers, 
but rather their projections onto principal axes, because cluster numbers do not tell us 
the distance between cluster centers. This allows us to know how similar or how close 
the cluster centers are to each other, using crossplot or RGB corendering. 

- Data clipping percentile (13): this is to avoid the effect of extreme values on the plotting 
of histograms and partitioning maps. 

- Clustering tolerance (14): kmeans clustering is an iterative process. Each time cluster 
centers are moved, the partitioning changes. Ideally, the kmeans clustering process 
should stop when no more data points are moved from a cluster to a different one (i.e. 
when the partitioning map is perfectly stabilized). However, this would be very slow. 
Instead, it is better to specify a threshold of data fraction below which the iterative 
kmeans clustering process can stop. Our tests show that a fraction of 0.0001 (10-4) 
would make the partitioning map stable enough. 

8 
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- Use L1-norm instead of L2-norm distance (15): whether to use true distance (i.e. square-
root of sum squared, or L1-norm) or squared distance in clustering. L1-norm is more 
precise but is about 30% slower. 

After you’re done with parametrization, hit the Execute kmeans button (16). 
 
Once k-means analysis is done, the best number of clusters would be determined, and the 
program will plot the following specs belonging to the best number of clusters: 

- histogram of cluster centers’ projections onto different principal axes: 

 
- partitioning map between each pair of principal axes (color and density). The colors of 

the partitions are mapped against a 15x15 2D crossplot color map: 

 
- total distance curve showing the total distance to the nearest cluster centers for each 

number of clusters. Green dot shows the point of best number of clusters. The best number of 
clusters is not the case with lowest total distance to nearest cluster centers, but rather an 
optimal number of clusters after which the clustering process won’t reduce the total distance 
as significantly as before. In terms of mathematics, this is the point with the lowest third 
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derivative of the total distance curve.

 
Step 3: Create model 
 
In this exercise, we see that k=8 clusters yield the optimal clustering result. To generate a 
kmeans model with 8 clusters, go to Machine Learning Toolbox → Shallow Learning → 
Unsupervised Learning → Clustering Techniques → Create a clustering model (1): 

 

This GUI is very similar to the analyze clustering algorithms, but instead of analyzing different 
algorithms, it simply generate a model file. Therefore, go back to step 2 above, repeat from 
arrow (2) to arrow (7) to populate the input data, transformation parameters, runtime 
parameters, and parallelization parameters.  
 
In the lower part of the user interface, click on kmeans tab (2): 

1 
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Then, specify the parameters related to kmeans model creation: 

- Number of clusters for kmeans (3). Each kmeans model can only have specific number 
of clusters. 

- Random seed (4). The initial cluster centers in AASPI kmeans is modulated by random 
numbers. This field is to make sure the result is repeatable and is not completely 
randomized. You can try different random seed to see if the results vary. 

- Clustering tolerance (5): kmeans clustering is an iterative process. Each time cluster 
centers are moved, the partitioning changes. Ideally, the kmeans clustering process 
should stop when no more data points are moved from a cluster to a different one (i.e. 
when the partitioning map is perfectly stabilized). However, this would be very slow. 
Instead, it is better to specify a threshold of data fraction below which the iterative 
kmeans clustering process can stop. Our tests show that a fraction of 0.0001 (10-4) 
would make the partitioning map stable enough. 

- Use L1-norm instead of L2-norm distance (6): whether to use true distance (i.e. square-
root of sum squared, or L1-norm) or squared distance in clustering. L1-norm is more 
precise but is about 30-50% slower. 

After you’re done with parametrization, hit the Execute kmeans button (7). The result of 
kmeans model creation is an AASPI history file (.H) with prefix 
“machine_learning_model_kmeans_” (8): 

 
The content of a typical kmeans model is shown below: 
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A kmeans model file consists of (9) input attributes and transformation parameters, (10) 
covariance matrix and eigen parameters, and (11) kmeans clustering parameters, such as 
number of clusters, random seed, cluster centers, and simple statistics (max and min) of cluster 
centers. 
 

Step 4: Clusterize input data 
 
Once you’ve created a kmeans model, it’s time to apply the model to the entire input volumes. 
Go to Machine Learning Toolbox → Shallow Learning → Unsupervised Learning → Clustering 
Techniques → Clusterize input data (1): 

9 

10 

11 
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Browse to the created kmeans model in step 3 above (2). A unique project name and suffix 
should be automatically loaded (3). 
 

 
 
After loading a kmeans model in aaspi_machine_learning_perform_classification GUI, the only 
parameters to be specified in kmeans classification are the number of output principal 
projections (4) and whether to output cluster ID volume (5). As discussed before, kmeans 
cluster ID won’t show how close (or far) different clusters are from each other, thus plotting 
kmeans cluster ID does not produce as much useful information as corendering the 
PROJECTIONS of the k centroids onto the principal axes. Technically, the maximum number of 
kmeans projections is the number of input attributes. However, it is recommended to limit the 
output to 3, because we can only display at max 3 attributes at the same time using 
corendering. 

 
 

1 

4 

5 

3 
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Step 5: Display clustering results 
 
Kmeans classification produces output volumes with prefix “kmeans_axis_”. Each kmeans axis 
output corresponds to the principal axis that kmeans cluster centers are projected on. You can 
use crossplot or RGB corendering to interpret multiple kmeans axes at the same time. Please 
refer to Display_Tools-aaspi_corender.pdf and Display_Tools-crossplot.pdf to see an instruction 
of how to RGB corender or crossplot kmeans axes. You can also view the recorded presentation 
“AASPI Unsupervised procedure step 5 – displaying the results” at 
http://mcee.ou.edu/aaspi/AASPI_software_demos.html for more detail. Particularly, please 
make sure to check “All positive” in all 3 color channels’ statistical scaling parameters for RGB 
blending. 
Below are example of kmeans axes RGB blending. 

 
  

http://mcee.ou.edu/aaspi/AASPI_software_demos.html
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Gaussian Mixture Models – AASPI Program gmm3d 
 
A Gaussian mixture model is a statistical construct that attempts to model the probability density 
of a set of data and can also act as a clustering technique to generate unsupervised seismic facies. 
The gmm3d module is mostly concerned with the latter. Gaussian mixture models can be 
considered a probabilistic formulation of the k-means algorithm where the means of each cluster 
are also given a covariance. In fact, the k-means algorithm is internal to gmm3d where the 
centroids from kmeans3d are used as initial estimates for the means of each Gaussian 
component. Gaussian mixture models are based on probability theory, and by construction 
provide an a posteriori probability that any particular voxel belongs to a given cluster (also called 
a mixture decomposition). Moreover, Gaussian mixture models provides a more formal way of 
finding the number of clusters within a dataset such as the Bayesian information criterion. 
 
Model based classification has two components. First, we assume that the dataset can be 
represented by a mixture of N-dimensional Gaussian distributions, where each cluster is a given 
N-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Second, in the classification step we assign each voxel to 
the cluster whose pdf best represents the data vector.   
 
A Gaussian mixture model, like k-means, has no explicit relationship between the cluster 
numbering and the proximity of one cluster to another. This lack of organization can result in 
similar facies appearing in totally different colors, and confusing the interpretation if the color 
bar is not given careful consideration. 
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Gaussian Mixture Model Theory 
 
An N-dimensional Gaussian distribution can be defined as: 

 

 φ(𝐚|µ, 𝐂) =
1

(2π)
𝑁
2 |𝐂|

1
2

e−
1

2
(𝐚−µ)T𝐂−1(𝐚−µ)

                                                                                                   (2)        

 

where N is the number of input attributes, C is a covariance matrix, and µ is the mean. In general, a Gaussian 

mixture model approximates a probability density function by adding together weighted Gaussian distributions. 

A Gaussian mixture model can also be used for clustering and classification, where a cluster of a Gaussian mixture 

model can be described by its weighted Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian mixture density with K clusters for a 

data vector xm, where voxels m = 1, 2, …, M is given by 

 
  𝑝(𝐚𝑚|ψ) = ∑ 𝜋𝑘φ(𝐚𝑚|µ𝑘 , 𝐂𝑘)𝐾

𝑘=1                                                                                                              (3)                 
 
 
with K denotes the number of clusters, and where 𝜋 k is the weight of the kth cluster such that  

 

 ∑ 𝜋𝑘 = 1𝐾
𝑘=1                                                                                                                                            (4)             

                                    
and 𝜋 j ≥ 0. The posterior probability, 𝑤𝑚,𝑘, of a data vector, am, belonging to a certain cluster, k, is given by 

 

𝑤𝑚,𝑘 =
𝜋𝑘φ(𝐱𝑚|µ𝑘,𝐂𝑘)

 ∑ 𝜋kφ(𝐱𝑚|µ𝑘,𝐂𝑘)𝐾
𝑘=1

=
𝜋jφ(𝐱𝑚|µ𝑗,𝐂𝑗)

𝑝(𝐱𝑚|ψ)
.                                                                                                    (5) 

A data vector is then classified to belong to the cluster with the greatest posterior probability, max𝑘(𝑤𝑚,𝑘). 

Bensmail et al. (1996) define the uncertainty, Um, in the classification for a data vector, am, to be       

 

𝑈𝑖 = 1 − max𝑗(𝑤𝑖,𝑗).                                                                                                                             (6) 

The general objective in GMM is to generate models with a range of differing clusters and covariance 

parameterizations, and then select the best model using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The selected 

model can then be used to classify data vectors as being from a certain cluster to generate unsupervised seismic 

facies. Under this classification scheme, data vectors are assumed to be from a single Gaussian distribution. 
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GMM Initialization and Optimization 

 

The means µk of each Gaussian component are initialized using the centroids from the kmeans3d output, while 

the weights πk are initialized to be the fractional number of attribute vectors assigned to each cluster by 

kmeans3d. Unlike k-means which constructs a single covariance matrix from all the data vectors to compute 

the Mahalanobis distance, in GMM we initialize a covariance matrix, Ck, for each cluster.  

 

Learning of the mixture parameters, {𝜋𝑘, µj, Cj,}, is often carried out with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) 

algorithm, but the inherent nature of seismic data requires that alternative EM algorithms to be used.  The 

objective is to use a Gaussian mixture model to classify voxels as being from a certain Gaussian distribution. 

The Classification Expectation-Maximization (CEM) is implemented with the Stochastic Expectation-

Maximization (SEM) algorithms to deal with this (Celeux and Govaert, 1993). The SEM algorithm is iterated for 

a user-defined number of times, and then the CEM algorithm is run afterwards until there is no change in the 

classification of voxels.  

 

The CEM and SEM algorithms are like the conventional EM algorithm but have an additional intermediate step 

called the C-step and S-step respectively. The C- and S-step of both algorithms define a partition of the input 

data, and the mixture model parameters are updated using the respective partitions. The CEM algorithm is 

briefly outlined: 

• E-step: Accumulate the M x K responsibility matrix, W (also called the a posteriori probability). Each 

element in the matrix is given by 

𝑤𝑚,𝑘 =
𝜋kφ(𝐱𝑚|µ𝑘,𝐂𝑘)

 𝑝(𝐱𝑚|ψ)
                                                                                                                       (7)                 

• C-step: Create K-partitions by assigning each am to the cluster that provides the highest posterior 

probability according to the responsibility matrix. 

• M-step: For each cluster k, update the mixture parameters, {𝜋𝑘, µk, Ck,}, with the respective partition 

defined in the previous step using maximum likelihood estimates. 

The SEM algorithm is identical, except the C-step is replaced by the S-step: 

• S-step: Create K-partitions by randomly assigning each am to a cluster using the a posteriori probabilities 

in the responsibility matrix, W.  

The SEM algorithm helps to avoid sub-optimal solutions provided by the CEM. However, since the S-

step is random, the partition it creates is also random. To deal with this, the resulting SEM model is used to 

initialize the CEM algorithm which then gives a final partition.  
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Program gmm3d is launched from the Volumetric Classification in the main aaspi_util GUI:  

GMM Covariance Parameterizations 
 

The size, shape, and orientation of each covariance matrix associated with each Gaussian component can be 

controlled through use of eigendecomposition. By controlling the size, shape and/or orientation of the 

covariance matrix, the number of parameters needed to estimate a Gaussian mixture model can be reduced and 

more parsimonious models can be generated. The nine closed form solutions from Celeux and Govaert (1993) 

are considered (Table 1). 

 

Likelihood is an effective way to compare models of the same complexity, but is not sufficient to compare models 

of differing complexity (i.e. differing number of clusters and/or covariance parameterization). The Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC) proposed by Schwarz (1978) can be implemented to automatically choose the best 

model. The BIC is defined as: 

 

𝐵𝐼𝐶 = log(𝐿(ψ)) −
1

2
𝑚 log(𝑛)                                                                                                               (8)     

            

where 𝐿(ψ) is the loglikelihood of the model, m is the number of estimated parameters, and n is the number 

of training voxels. The BIC penalizes extraneous parameters and large sample sizes to choose the best model in 

terms of parsimony and likelihood. 

 

Module 
symbol 

Covariance 
parameterization 

Description 

EII λI Spherical. Equal volume. 

VII λjI Spherical. Varying volume. 

EEI λΒ Diagonal. Equal volume. Equal shape.  

EVI λΒj Diagonal. Equal volume. Varying shape. 

VVI λjΒj Diagonal. Varying volume. Varying shape. 

EEE λDADT Ellipsoidal. Equal volume. Equal shape. Equal orientation. 

EEV λDjADj
T Ellipsoidal. Equal volume. Equal shape. Varying orientation. 

EVV λDjAjDj
T

 Ellipsoidal. Equal volume. Varying shape. Varying orientation. 

VVV λjDjAjDj
T

 Ellipsoidal. Varying volume. Varying shape. Varying orientation. 

Table 1. Model selection (Modified from Celeux and Govaert, 1993) 
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